LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
from power to wisdom, from the justice of God to the
mercy of God ; .... from the fire, the earthquake,
and the storm to the -still small voice— With the growth
of the idea of the maternity of God, Love gained
precedence over His other attributes in the religion of the
Samaj. From the semi-Vedantic service of the early
Samaj with the idea of God somewhere between that pair
of antithetical creeds, Deism and Pantheism, to the
present position—what an endless whirling sweep ! The
development was a lovely nosegay of all truths in all
religions ; there was no more than intellectual outfit, no
more strictly philosophic Dualism, nor even popular
Dualism with its trifurcation of the machinery of creation
—Nature, Mind, and God.
Vijaykrishna had soon to resign his minister's post
in the East Bengal Samaj, as many of the Brahmos
resented his ecstatic hypnosis and the supernatur«ilisrn of
his faith. His sermons and speeches encompassed in their
scope not merely the Brahmos but the whole vast huin<iiuty.
They were palatable dishes of spiritual truths that (xmlcl
be served at all tables. The Mother was the God of the
murderous, the impure, and the down-trodden, and hence
the Brahmo religion began to lose its aristrocratic character.
The Mother came to the repentant sinner, even as Christ
appeared to a Mary Magdalene and the Buddha to an
Ambapali.  Vijaykrishna communed with the Mother*
talked with Her, and lost himself in Her, while speaking
from the pulpit ; and naturally his speeches lost their
sharpness of edge, and the solid pageant dissolved itself
in a vague trail of incoherence and shapclcssm-ss. In
reply to the criticisms, Vijaykrishna said that Truth was
his Mystic Quest, and he could not sacrifice his unuT
treasure to standardise and come into lim* with ihnn.
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